
Gembrook Primary School Remote Learning Tasks

Please remember, if you have any questions regarding today’s learning you can login to our
Grade 5/6 Question Time Webex at any time between 1:00pm - 2:00pm.
Meeting Link:
https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=ma335a77dc897f929b15ee3c759db40b8
Meeting number: 165 776 7258

Password: gembrook

Grade 5/6 Learning Tasks Term 4 Week 3 WEDNESDAY

READING

This lesson will be taught during our class Webex session today.
Please submit this learning task to Compass for feedback and evaluation by 5pm on Friday.
Feedback for this task will be provided within the following week.
Please refer to the link for instructions on how to upload the learning tasks.
https://youtu.be/YWiLyJ0P6CQ 
Please upload a photo of your Learning Task Response.
Learning Intention:
I can analyse an illustration to deepen my understanding of a text.
Success Criteria:
I have strengthened my understanding of a text through the close analysis of an illustration.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book, pencils and iphone/tablet/computer.

Learning Task and Response:
Today we are conducting a close analysis of one of the illustrations included in our mentor text
‘Took the Children Away’.

1. Take a moment to look closely at all the elements of the illustration. Make a list of all the
things that you can see.

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=ma335a77dc897f929b15ee3c759db40b8
https://youtu.be/YWiLyJ0P6CQ
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2. On one side of the image is a building labeled ‘The Welfare’, with a sign below ‘Foster
care and Adoption Care’. On the right hand side we see a building labeled ‘The
Policeman’. The sign pointing to this building is ‘Jail and Institutions’.  What is the
difference between the two buildings and the characters standing in front of them?
What is similar? Why did Archie Roach choose to depict these elements in this way?
What does he want his audience to understand, think or feel?

3. Who can we infer are the people in yellow? Why are they standing in rows and what
does the author want us to understand or feel by choosing to draw them like this?

4. What might it have felt like to be one of the individuals depicted in yellow? Record some
examples of inner conversation.

Independent Reading / Track my thinking
Independently read for 20 mins

- Record your thinking in your workbook (Remember to include book title and date)
- Identify the reading strategy/ies you have worked on and provide evidence of your

thinking
- Extra reading resources can be accessed via Reading Eggs. Students can also use their

own readers from home.

WRITING

Learning Intention:

https://www.tumblebooklibrary.com/
https://sso.readingeggs.com/login?client_id=8020fd524cb747519ccfb61e1c15dacbfab3f0b4&idp=d0797975a160eeec142b30cd3705fe6ee3eafec9&locale=au&redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.readingeggs.com%2Foauth%2Flogin%3F_ga%3D2.66737262.1393469279.1585088072-568459991.1583876111%26idp%3Dd0797975a160eeec142b30cd3705fe6ee3eafec9%26scope%3Dblake&response_type=code&scope=blake&state=5e4ea074aa8d2aac1cd5a68514582850d1909ab6d4a11099
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I can revise and edit my writing.
Success Criteria:
I have used my revising and editing skills to improve my writing.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book and coloured textas or pencils.

Learning Task:
Today we encourage you to diligently revise and edit your drafts. Your published draft should be
free of grammar and spelling errors. Follow the guidelines below to ensure you work to improve
your writing.

Learning Task Response:
Revising:

1. Work through your draft and check that you have included the right amount of detail to
bring your memoir to life.

2. Next, read through your draft to determine if there are any distracting or unnecessary
sentences.

3. Now read through your draft and see if your writing would flow better if you rearranged
the details.

4. On your final read through determine if any of your word choices could be more
powerful or descriptive.

Editing:
1. Check that you have used the correct captilisation in all appropriate places.
2. Ensure that you have maintained the ‘tense’ of your piece. Have you missed an ‘ed’ on

the end of any verbs?
3. Make sure that you have included all necessary forms of punctuation.
4. Can you find any spelling errors?

BREAK: ensure students have a well-earned break with a snack, rest and a game/physical
activity.
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MATHS - APPLIED

Learning Intention:
I can explain and calculate the perimeter and area of rectangles and the volume and capacity of
prisms.
Success Criteria:
I have calculated the perimeter, area, volume and capacity of multiple shapes.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book, pencils, and iphone/tablet/computer.

Learning Task 1:
What is perimeter?
How do we calculate it?
Why do we need this skill?
Where might we use these in real life?

Perimeter: The distance around an object, which we calculate by adding the length of all the
sides together.
Perimeter = All lengths added together

Can we identify the 4 sides lengths to calculate perimeter?
What do we know about a square?
Parallel sides are the same length
Once we have identified all the lengths, we need to add them
together
3.2+3.2+2.8+2.8 = 12cm

What is Area?
How do we calculate it?
Why do we need this skill?
Where might we use these in real life?

Area = 3.2cm x 2.8cm
3.2 x 2.8 = 8.96cm

When calculating our answers for area we need to ensure we write the metric unit and square
afterwards as it represents square metres, the space inside an 2D shape.

For examples the area for the square above is
3.2cm x 2.8cm = 8.96 cm²

Learning Response 1:
Calculate the following shapes perimeter and area
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Learning Task 2:
What is volume?
What is capacity?
How do we calculate them?
Why do we need this skill?
Where might we use these in real life?

Volume is the amount of space a 3D shape takes up.
To calculate volume, we multiple the length of the shape by the width and the height
Volume = Length x Width x Height

For this example, we can see that the length, width, and height have all been given to us. So, to
calculate volume we must multiply all three together.
Volume = L x W x H
Volume = 2 x 2 x 4

From this equation we know 2x2 is 4 and then 4 x 4 is 16
Therefore, the volume equals 16cm

Just like how we wrote squared for area, in volume we write
the answer cubed as it is the space within a 3D shape. So, for
the example we just went through, the answer would be 16 cm ³.

Learning Response 2:
Calculate the volume of the following prisms.

Extension:
When exploring different shapes, it is important to remember that although shapes may not look
the same they can still have the same perimeter and area.

By using our knowledge on how to calculate perimeter and area we can identify similarities
between multiple shapes and explain why they have the same solution.
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Learning Task 1:
Do these shapes below have the same perimeter?

Explain your thinking before you complete your calculations, what do you notice about both
shapes?

Learning Response 1:
Calculate the perimeter and check if the result matches your thinking.

Learning Task 2:
Do these 2 shapes have the same area?

Explain your thinking before you complete your calculations, what do you notice about both
shapes?

Learning Response 2:
Calculate the area and check if the result matches your thinking.

SPELLING

Learning Intention:
I can investigate the ‘-ance’ and ‘-ence’ suffixes.
Success Criteria:
I have increased my confidence in applying the suffixes ‘-ance’ and ‘ence’, to change the
meaning of a word.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book, pencils, and iphone/tablet/computer

Learning Task:

Over the next few days we are going to be exploring the suffixes -ance and -ence. These suffixes

have the same general meaning, so it is important to know when you should use each one.

Both suffixes refer to ‘the state or quantity of’, and they both form nouns.

- accept - acceptance

- allow - allowance

- depend - dependance
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- excel - excellence

The reason why the English language uses both -ance and ‘-ence’ is of course due to...drum roll

please...the influence of other languages! The French use ‘-ance’, whilst ‘-ence’ is Latin in origin.

Look at the following words

- guidance - guide - French (uses ‘-ance’)

- residence - reside - Latin (uses ‘-ence’)

Head to the following website to explore the history of these suffixes.

https://www.etymonline.com/word/-ance

Choosing between these suffixes is also dependent on the type of word the suffix is being

added to, whether it is an adjective or a verb. Today’s lesson is about learning some of the

guidelines to help you select the correct spelling. We will focus on -ance today and move to

-ence in tomorrow’s lesson.

1. Use -ance when the base word is an adjective that ends in -ant.
- significant - significance
- accept - acceptance
- arrogant - arrogance

2. When the root (base word) is a verb and ends in ‘-ure’ or ‘-ear’, you should remove the
final e, then add -ance. So the verb "endure" becomes the noun "endurance."

Pete has excellent endurance. He runs long distances.

"appear" becomes "appearance."

- assurance
- insurance

3. When the root (base word) is a verb that ends in -y, you should change the y to i, then
add -ance. For example, the verb "defy," which means "resist," becomes the noun
"defiance" when the suffix is added.

- rely - reliance
- comply compliance

Learning Task Response:

1. Draw up the following table:

root (base word) -ance Verb to Noun Adjective to Noun

perform performance yes

important importance yes

https://www.etymonline.com/word/-ance
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2. Add the following words to your table. Apply the -ance to the word using your
knowledge of the generalisations we learnt above. Make sure you determine whether
you are converting a verb to a noun or an adjective to a noun:

- relevant
- rely
- brilliant
- disappear
- significant

BREAK: ensure students have a well-earned break with lunch, rest and a game/physical activity.

ITALIAN

Pronomi- pronouns
Learning Intention: to learn the Italian subject pronouns.
Success Criteria: I have watched the presentation, practised the language and completed the
set tasks.
Learning tasks:
Task 1. Using the link below click ‘open with google slide’.

In the slide, click the ‘present’ button on the top right hand corner.
Click to move to the next slide, and ‘esc’ on the keyboard to get back to the top.

Click the link:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/191QKtgS3SWXhDHQ34AZF98BuFhZL5MWKZNBwS2g
URnM/edit?usp=sharing

Task 2: Draw up the table below with the heading’ Pronomi.’  Put in the English translation and
if they  are singular, plural or polite. Go back to the link to check that you are correct.

io   -     I noi  -  we

tu   - voi   -

lei   - loro  -

lui   - Lei

Task 3: Can you work out which Italian pronouns they are?

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/191QKtgS3SWXhDHQ34AZF98BuFhZL5MWKZNBwS2gURnM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/191QKtgS3SWXhDHQ34AZF98BuFhZL5MWKZNBwS2gURnM/edit?usp=sharing
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Unscramble the spelling and write the correct Italian and the English.

Pronouns???? Italian English

oin noi we

rool

eil

oi

ut

oiv

iul

In Italy, if you don’t know the person (adult), or they are older and in a position of respect, you
use ‘Lei’ (you) instead of ‘tu’ (you), even if they are a man!

Lei - you (polite: male or female)

TASK 4: Which of these people would you use ‘Lei’(you)  with instead of ‘tu’ (you)?

1. Your friend.
2. The principle
3. The President of Italy
4. Your girlfriend.
5. An adult you just met.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
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Please select an activity to complete from the PHYSICAL ACTIVITY GRID

(Resource section on Compass)


